MENS / JACKETS

CREW HOODED MIDLAYER
33874

CREW HOODED MIDLAYER
Highly versatile fleece lined jacket for
sailors, featuring classic marine style
and function with a hood for added protection.
When the weather calls for added protection, this waterproof, breathable jacket with a
hood and fleece lining keeps you warm and
dry. Warm fleece lined collar and hand pockets add to the comfort and adjustable fit and
a clean design makes this a favourite among
HELLY TECH®

POLARTECH®

FEATURES

















Helly Tech® Protection
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2 ply fabric construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Polartec® fleece lining for additional warmth
Polartec® fleece lined comfortable collar
Hip length, regular fit
Chest pockets with zip
Hand pockets with zip
Stow away hood in collar
Adjustable bottom hem
Race ID back neck pocket
One hand bottom hem adjustment
Embroidery friendly

MENS / JACKETS

CREW MIDLAYER
30253

OLYMPIAN BLUE

RED

NAVY

CREW MIDLAYER JACKET

FEATURES





Our go-to marine all purpose jacket! When the

weather calls for added protection, this waterproof,

breathable jacket keeps you warm and dry. Fully

fleece lined with a warming collar and pockets for
added comfort offers a little extra insulation. Embel- 

lishment friendly design with both a back neck ID
race pocket and embroidery/print access zip in the 
liner makes this a true favourite among clubs and

Favourite fleece-lined jacket in a waterproof,
windproof, breathable Helly Tech® fabric and
stylish cut that will keep you warm and dry.

teams
HELLY TECH®

Helly Tech® Protection
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2 ply fabric construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Lined for comfort
Quick dry lining
Hip length
Adjustable cuffs
Pockets with zip
Embroider friendly

MENS / JACKETS

VERGLAS DOWN JACKET
62774

BLACK

VERGLAS DOWN JACKET

BLUE

FEATURES



A staple piece for any age, a versatile insulator 
that works great as a stand alone layer or under

your favorite shell
The Helly Hansen Classic performance Vergas series has been protecting outdoor professionals and
enthusiasts for over a decade. A comfortable fitting
jacket with collar which allows for the addition of an
outer hardshell, but acts a stand alone performance
layer for many weather conditions.







Pertex microlight rip stop down fabric
Allied down 85/15 European goose
Fill power 700+
Foundational, must have jacket with an active
Fit suited for layering
Extremely soft, warm and snug collar
CB length 76cm
Inner neck hanger loop

MENS / JACKETS

VERTEX STRETCH MIDLAYER
56028

BLACK

NAVY

OLYMPIAN BLUE

BLUE

VERTEX STRETCH MIDLAYER

FEATURES




A lightweight jacket for higher paced activities. Slick 
face fleece material with air channels to the inside 
ensure circulation and improved moisture manage- 
ment while a slimmer cut and light construction is

ideal for outdoor pursuits at increased speeds.

A lightweight slick-face fleece for higher paced
activities.

96% Polyester, 4% Elastane
Imported
Zipper closure
Machine Wash
Elongated cuffs with Thumb Holes
Air channel Slickface Fleece
Full YKK coil zip front opening
YKK zipped chest pocket

MENS / JACKETS

DAYBREAKER FLEECE JACKET
51598

DAYBREAKER FLEECE JACKET

FEATURES




This super-lightweight full zip design is a must
have. With great full year versatility, this lightweight

A versatile full-zip jacket for year-round comfort.

brushed fleece top works just as well for both sport
and casual.
POLARTECH®

Polartec®
Full YKK® coil zip front opening
Flatlock seams for low bulk
HH logo embroidery at the chest
YKK® coil zipped hand pockets

MENS / JACKETS

DAYBREAKER 1/2 ZIP FLEECE
50844

DAYBREAKER 1/2 ZIP FLEECE
The men's Daybreaker 1/2 Zip is a versatile
fleece half-zip jacket by HELLY HANSEN for
year-round comfort.
This super-lightweight 1/2 zip design is a musthave. With great full year versatility, the lightweight
brushed Daybreaker 1/2 Zip fleece by HELLY HANSEN works just as well for both sport and casual.
POLARTECH®

FEATURES







Polartec®
Full YKK® coil zip front opening
Flatlock seams for low bulk
HH logo embroidery at the chest
YKK® coil zipped hand pockets

MENS / JACKETS

LIFA STRIPE CREW
448800

LIFA STRIPE CREW

FEATURES



The original technical Helly Hansen long sleeve 
base layer.



An iconic design with the classic stripe along the

sleeve. This long-sleeve base layer top for men

provides moisture management during aerobic activities and is ideal for climbing, skiing, sailing and
sports training. Comfortable and functional as an
insulating layer for everyday use, featuring cuffs
and a regular fit. The HH Lifa® construction with
100% Lifa® is a quick-dry, extremely breathable and
super-lightweight high-performance base layer. Continually perfected over the last 40 years, Lifa® Stay Dry
technology is the unique ingredient of all Helly Hansen
LIFA®

Light weight insulation
100% Lifa®
Flat lock seams for max comfort
Natural stretch fabric
125g/m² fabric

MENS / JACKETS

HP FLEECE JACKET
54109

OLYMPIAN BLUE

DARK GULL GREY

HP FLEECE JACKET

MAPFRE– ALERT

FEATURES




Warm and comfortable race inspired fleece jacket

for those colder days when you need a bit of extra

warmth but still want to look sporty. Marine inspired

graphics and large debossed marine graphic at the

back adds to the great looks of this must have

fleece jacket.

A race-inspired fleece jacket for a sporty look
with extra warmth.

Slick face polyester fleece, 285 g/m²
Structured fleece at back panel
YKK® front and pocket zippers
Raglan sleeve for freedom of movement
Large debossed marine graphic at back
Multiple marine inspired printed graphics
Helly Hansen silicone print at sleeve
HP concept tab at bottom hem
Printed HH® logo and marine graphic elements

MENS / JACKETS

LIFA MERINO 1/2 ZIP
48318

BLACK

LIFA MERINO CREW

FEATURES



A 2-layer construction with flatlock seams,

100% wool exterior and the unique properties of

technical Lifa® technology.
HH Lifa Merino is our warmest base layer, perfect
for any type of activity in cold weather. A unique 2in-1 base layer with 100% merino wool combined
with Lifa® Stay Warm Technology in a 2 layer construction. HH Lifa Merino delivers all the great benefits of merino wool fibres plus the unique properties of technical Lifa® fibres..
LIFA®

MERINO WOOL







2-in-1 base layer
2-layer construction
100% merino wool exterior
Lifa® technology interior
Lifa® Flow construction
Non itch
Flatlock seams
215g/m²

MENS / JACKETS

HH WOOLS
48501

EBONY

HH WOOLS
HH® Wool is a 100% pure Merino wool product.
Great for cold days when moisture management
isn't as essential.
MERINO WOOL

FEATURES






100% Merino Wool
Imported
Machine Wash
Long-sleeve shirt in non-itch merino wool featuring crew neckline and flatlock seams

MENS / JACKETS

DAEG 1/2 ZIP
62728

SODALITE BLUE

CHARCOAL

DAEG 1/2 ZIP

FEATURES



Daeg is the old Norse name meaning day, and in
the Nordic lands of long nights and winters, the day
is strongly associated with light and life. No matter 
the time of day, the Daeg is a great way to start at 
adventure.




Lifa® technical knit interlock fabric provides
excellent vapor transfer during variable conditions
YYK® dual slider reverse coil zipper
Articulated arms for increased movement
High visibility neck tape
Back neck logo sign off with high visibility
hanger loop

MENS / JACKETS

DAEG JACKET
62729

SODALITE BLUE

CHARCOAL

DAEG JACKET
A great-looking jacket, perfect for any activity. founded
in Norway in 1877, Helly Hansen continues to develop
their apparel through a blend of Scandinavian design
and insights drawn from living among some of the
harshest environments on earth.

FEATURES









Lifa technical knit fabric
Articulated arms for increased movement
72% Polyester, 28% Polypropylene
Machine Wash
medium-regular
Moisture wicking
Dual slider reverse coil zipper
High Vis neck tape

MENS / JACKETS

HP OCEAN FZ HOODIE
53010

GREY MELANGE

NAVY MELANGE

HP OCEAN FZ HOODIE

FEATURES




Great looking semitechnical hoodie in the Hydro
power series with a clean look and technical details. 
Perfect for a cool and racy look to add some tech to 
your off the water outfit.

A semi-technical hoodie with a clean and techy
look.

74% Cotton, 19% Polyamide, 7% Elastane
Imported
Machine Wash
Semi technical double sided sweat material
Hand pockets with zip closure
Decorative tape around zip pockets
Adjustable hood and thumbholes

MENS / JACKETS

LOKE JACKET
62252

BRIGHT CHARTREUSE

BLACK

MARINE
BLUE

OLYMPIAN
BLUE

PUMPKIN

RACER

FEATURES

Our essential adventure jacket. Waterproof, wind- 
proof and breathable.



Practical for a variety of weather conditions with a
fully waterproof and windproof yet breathable Helly
Tech® construction, front storm flap to keep out wind
and rain, and vents to prevent overheating. Fully ad- 
justable cuffs, hood, and waist let you adjust the fit

and comfort for year-round outdoor activity, .


HELLY TECH®

SWEET LIME








Helly Tech® Performance
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2.5 layer 100% polyester stretch Blue Sign
approved fabric with 100% polyurethane laminate
10,000mm Waterproofness and 10,000gm
moisture vapour permeability
Fully seam sealed
Exceptional performance featured fabric within a classic, active outdoor design
CB length 76cm
Free hanging protective hood design
Two Centre front hood adjustments
Short draft hood brim
Folds into pocket
Deep underarm YKK® venting zippers

MENS / JACKETS

ODIN FLOW JACKET
62714

BLACK

FEATURES
CLASSIC BLUE

ODIN FLOW
This versatile technical jacket is ideal for stop-andgo activities and as an added layer in harsher conditions.
The Helly Hansen Patented H²Flow™ insulation system
offers the ultimate adjustability of insulation and ventilation in a unique construction. The Odin Flow Jacket
pairs H²Flow™ with added protection from the Polartec® Power shield®, offering protection and stretch
where needed the most. Versatile technical jacket ideal
for stop and go activities that also works for layering up
in harsher conditions.
POLARTECH®














Body mapped Tech Design for optimally
placed insulation, protection and ventilation.
Polartec® Power Shield® softshell panels
Polartec® 200g brushed fleece in main body
with air pocket perforations
PFC free DWR on polyester shell outer fabric
locks heat inside the air pockets
H² Flow™ mechanical ventilation system for
adjustable insulation level
Zippers in front for mechanical ventilation air
flow
Ergonomically designed heat and ventilation
zones
Open mesh inside allows air to flow between
air pockets and body
Mesh protecting the construction during intense activities
YKK® zipped hand pockets
Tricot lined sleeves for improved movability
Brushed tricot inside collar

MENS / JACKETS

ODIN MOUNTAIN JACKET
62500

MAGMA

FEATURES

ODIN MOUNTAIN JACKET
A 4-way stretch, protective softshell jacket, designed for comfort and warmth while in the backcountry.
The Odin Mountain Softshell Jacket is a 4-way stretch
softshell jacket with backcountry specific features. This
protective softshell is constructed with two versions of
fabric: one with a weather protective membrane and
another with maximum breathability. This softshell is
designed to move with you during the most extreme
pursuits yet still protect you when the weather changes.
Helmet and backpack/harness compatible, you can
climb and ski in protection and comfort.














4-way stretch softshell fabric
C6 DWR
Hybrid construction with membrane fabric at
top for weather protection and no-membrane
fabric on body for maximum breathability
Grid fleece backing for optimal performance
and comfort
Windproof and breathable
Vertical and horizontal hood adjustment
Laminated brim with flat contrast piping and
double cord brim shape for full angle view
Chest pockets at 11 degree angle
Hand pocket behind flap
Molded cuff tabs with Odin sign off
Articulated sleeves
RECCO

MENS / JACKETS

PARAMOUNT SOFTSHELL
62408

BLACK

FEATURES

PARAMOUNT SOFTSHELL
Double weave lightweight softshell with stretch.
Our performance softshell for all weather conditions. A
favoured piece at ski resorts, on boats and cities all
over the world. Athletic looking, warm and protective.
The versatility of softshell fabrics is evident to anyone
owning a Helly Hansen Paramount Softshell jacket.
Light drizzle and wind is no problem. Whether on the
slopes, on a trail or at your favourite bar - this jacket
handles it all.













Geometric mesh for venting
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
YKK® invisible zipper entry left chest pocket
Hand pockets finished with contrast pre-fold
elastic
Comfortable softshell fabric
Fleece backing
YKK® full front zip
Adjustable cuffs
YKK® zipped hand pockets
YKK® zipped chest pocket
Chin guard

MENS / JACKETS

ODIN 9 WORLDS JACKET
62714

ODIN 9 WORLDS

FEATURES



A durable outdoor jacket that will keep you protected and comfortable outdoors for extended periods

of time.
ODIN was known to travel the length of the 9 worlds for
extended periods of time. Therefore, we designed a
jacket which holds up to its namesake, allowing excel- 
lent protection in sudden foul weather storms or over

extended expeditions
HELLY TECH®





20,000gm WP & 15,000gm moisture vapor
permeability. Waterproof, Windproof and
breathable. DWR C6 + hydrophilic lamination.
Hard-shell fit provides maximum protection
from the elements over long journey's, whilst
allowing different layering options underneath.
Hood fits comfortably over a helmet.
62714
High visibility laminated hood brim. Laminated, one hand, low profile back hood adjustment. Back neck collar facing bonded in
brushed tricot, for soft comfort.
High visibility & soft to the face brushed tricot
chin guard with front zipper rollover. High visibility, performance stripe shock cord at centre
front. High visibility laminated hem.
Lower pocket YKK zippers with 2X head to
head to allow open and close flexibility and
harness compatible fit. Mesh behind lower
YKK zipper pockets can double as extra venting.

MENS / JACKETS

LIFA MERINO CREW
51598

LIFA MERINO CREW

FEATURES




HH Lifa Merino is our warmest base layer, perfect

for any type of activity in cold weather. A unique 2
in-1 base layer with 100% merino wool combined

with Lifa® Stay Warm Technology in a 2 layer con
struction. HH LIFA MERINO delivers all the great
benefits of merino wool fibres plus the unique prop- 
A unique 2-in-1 base layer with 100% merino
wool.

erties of technical Lifa® fibers.

LIFA®

MERINO WOOL

2-in-1 base layer
2-layer construction
100% merino wool exterior
Lifa® technology interior
Non itch
Flatlock seams
Non itch
225g/m

MENS / JACKETS

TEAM FZ HOODIE
29541

GREY MELANGE

TEAM FZ HOODIE

FEATURES



MENS / JACKETS

TEAM JACKET
29540

ALERT RED

TEAM JACKET

FEATURES





Our go-to marine all purpose jacket! When the

weather calls for added protection, this waterproof,

breathable jacket keeps you warm and dry. Fully

fleece lined with a warming collar and pockets for
added comfort offers a little extra insulation. Embel- 

lishment friendly design with both a back neck ID
race pocket and embroidery/print access zip in the 
liner makes this a true favourite among clubs and

Favourite fleece-lined jacket in a waterproof,
windproof, breathable Helly Tech® fabric and
stylish cut that will keep you warm and dry.

teams

Helly Tech® Protection
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2 ply fabric construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Lined for comfort
Quick dry lining
Hip length
Adjustable cuffs
Pockets with zip
Embroider friendly

MENS / JACKETS

VANIR LOGR JACKET
62717

OLYMPIAN BLUE

BRIGHT CHARTREUSE

FEATURES

VANIR LOGR JACKET



The Vanir Logr Jacket by HELLY HANSEN features 2.5-layer construction with a highly breath
able double weave hardshell / softshell.
Thanks to the Helly Tech® Performance material
the Vanir Logr Jacket by HELLY HANSEN is not
only breathable but is also water- and windproof.
The high center back heat zone with additional action flap venting and the under arm heat zone with
mesh back action flaps venting are great if you start
to sweating.










Waterproof, Windproof and breathable Helly
Tech® Performance, with 2.5 layer fabric with
100% polyurethane laminate, located at hood,
front body, top sleeve, cuff and back yoke
10,000mm Waterproofness and 10,000gm moisture vapor permeability
DWR C6
Highly breathable double weave softshell with
peached back and DWR front, located at center
front panel, back body, under sleeve and side
body
High visibility constructed laminated hood brim
Laminated, one hand, low profile back hood adjustment
Back neck collar facing in brushed tricot, for soft
comfort
High visibility & soft to the face brushed tricot
chin guard with front zipper rollover
High visibility, performance stripe shock cord at
center front

MENS / JACKETS

VTR HELIUM
49225

METALLIC SILVER

RACER BLUE

FEATURES



VTR HELIUM


The VTR Helium Jacket from Helly Hansen is a su- 
per lightweight, easily packable outdoor shell. It uti- 

lizes unique X-Cool fabric that is quick-drying and
resists wind and wet. A packable pocket at the back 
lets you roll the jacket up for easy storage and
transport.

X-Cool quick-dry fabric
Wind and water resistant
YKK zippers
Chest logo
Elastic waist and wrist cuffs
Packable pocket on the back
Ventilation openings
360 degree reflective details

MENS / SHIRTS

DRIFTLINE POLO
50584

REDCURRANT

BLACK

WHITE

EBONY

RACER BLUE

DRIFTLINE POLO
A performance short-sleeve polo shirt for any
activity with quick-dry material.
The Driftline Polo is one of our best-selling technical
polos. The Tactel fabric keeps you cool and dry during any activity while still looking great!

FEATURES








Quick Dry Tactel® waffle pique, 195gm²
Buttoned front placket
Rib collar and sleeve cuffs
Side split
HH® logo embroidery at the chest
UPF rating 30+

MENS / SHIRTS

HH TRAINING SHIRT
48912

BLUE

ALERT RED

FEATURES

HH TRAINING SHIRT
This training tee features quick-dry fabric, a
functional fit, and UV protection.
A quick-dry training t-shirt for men with outstanding
comfort and functional fit.








X-Cool quick dry fabric

Soft hand feeling
UPF 40
Crewneck
HH® Logo on chest
Flatlock stitching

MENS / SHIRTS

HH DRY STRIPE
48816

BLACK

WHITE

FEATURES

HH DRY STRIPE



This versatile base layer t-shirt keeps you dry

and protected from the sun on warmer days.

Base layer t-shirts should not be overlooked. Based 
on the original Helly Hansen base layer, this short- 
sleeve t-shirt for men keeps you dry during aerobic 
activities and is ideal for climbing, skiing, sailing and
sports training. As an extra layer in cold conditions
or as a stand alone UV protection and moisture
management garment, no other base layer top
comes close in versatility. The HH®Dry construction
with 100% Lifa® is a quick-dry, extremely breathable and super-lightweight high-performance base
layer. Continually perfected over the last 40 years,
Lifa® Stay Dry technology is the unique ingredient
of all Helly Hansen base layers.

HH®Dry
Lifa® Stay Dry technology
Dry next to skin
Lightweight
Non itch
Allergy neutral
Flatlock stitching

MENS / SHIRTS

COTTON T-SHIRT
49225

33979 BELUGA

WHITE

FEATURES

COTTON T-SHIRT
Our classic t-shirt that features a large HH logo
on the chest.
A short sleeve T-shirt for men in a up to date modernized classic fit. Lightweight and comfortable
quality 100% cotton single jersey T-shirt manufactured in Europe. The HH logo is a heat transfer, but
the ‘HELLY HANSEN’ type under the HH logo is
embroidered. A classic style that features a large
HH logo on the chest.





Cotton single jersey, 180 g/m²
Helly Hansen Logo artwork across chest
Regular fit

MENS / SHIRTS

SIGEL LOGO SS TEE
62733

EBONY

SODALITE BLUE STRIPE

Technical polyester knit tee with details to keep you
comfortable outdoors longer.
Whether you're lifting, running or hiking, the men's Helly
Hansen Sigel T-shirt provides the performance of active
wear and the comfort and look of a classic tee.

FEATURES








100% Polyester
Imported
Machine Wash
Technical polyester knit
High Vis logo neck tape
Classic t-shirt feel

RACER BLUE

MENS / PANTS

CREW SWEAT PANT
54347

GREY MELANGE

CREW SWEAT PANT

FEATURES



Make the most of your down time in the Crew sweat 
pant. Crafted from comfortable cotton French terry 
and with nice details this makes you unwind in

Unwind in style in this comfortable sweat pant.

style.




65% Cotton/35% Polyester
Imported
Machine Wash
Cotton French terry, 2x1 rib at bottom hem
Elasticated waistband with drawstring adjustment
Two hand pockets
Printed HH logo at hack of leg, and thigh

MENS / PANTS

CREWLINE QD PANT
53017

NAVY

EBONY

FEATURES



CREWLINE QD PANT



A classic clean quick dry pant with stretch, suit
able for any boating activity or nice enough for
dinner on shore during those warm summer
evenings.
Pick your choice between classic colours that will
last season after season.








Durable quick-dry stretch rip stop polyamide,
140 g/m²
UPF 40+
Belt loops at waist
Front fly with YKK® zipper, and with hook and
hidden snap top closure
Two hand pockets with YKK® zip closure
Decorative tape around zip hand pockets
Back pocket with YKK® zip closure and laminated flap with contrast piping
Articulated knees
Gusset for freedom of movement
Printed HH logo at back of leg

MENS / PANTS

DAYBREAKER FLEECE PANT
51742

BLACK

DAYBREAKER FLEECE PANT
A cozy fleece pant in an active modern fit.
The Daybreaker fleece pant is a cozy fleece pant in
an active modern fit. The warm, breathable and
comfortable Polartec® classic 100 fleece material
construction is a year-round companion for any outdoor, sailing or ski enthusiast.
POLARTECH®

FEATURES










100% Polyester
Imported
Machine Wash
HH logo embroidery at the chest
Polartec 100g
Elasticated waist
Flatlock seams for low bulk
Inseam pant (Size L) 80

MENS / PANTS

HH WARM PANT
48962

EVENING BLUE

BLACK

HH WARM PANT
This pure Merino wool base layer pant is perfect for staying warm on chilly days.
HH Wool is a 100% pure Merino wool product.
Great for cold days when moisture management
isn't as essential.

MERINO WOOL

FEATURES






100% Merino wool
19,5 micron
Non Mulesed
Flat lock stitches

MENS / PANTS

HH QD CARGO PANT
53017

NAVY

EBONY

HH QD CARGO PANT

FEATURES



Our favourite Softshell Quick-dry Cargo pant.

The QD Cargo is a favorite softshell cargo pant utilizing 
a light but sturdy softshell material that dries super fast. 
Plenty of pockets space with cargo pockets added to

both sides and a comfortable fit with just the right

amount of stretch. A favorite among sailors and travellers due to its compact pack size, style and versatility. 


Quick Dry Ripstop
Cargo pockets
Hand Pockets
Back pockets
Zip Fly
Snap and Hook Button
Belt Loops
Hanger loop
Regular fit

MENS / PANTS

HH QD CARGO SHORTS
54154

NAVY

HH QD CARGO SHORTS

EBONY

FEATURES



Hardwearing outdoor cargo shorts designed for all 
your outdoor adventures.
Hardwearing outdoor cargo shorts designed for all your
outdoor adventures. These great fitting shorts are made
from quick-dry stretch material for extra comfort and
perfect fit and have all the pockets you need to carry all
your essentials.










Durable quick-dry stretch rip stop polyamide,
140 g/m²
Zip fly with single flat button waist closure for
minimum bulk
Mesh lined pockets
Slant hip pockets
Two cargo pockets with hidden snap closure
Secure back pocket with YKK® zip closure
Crotch gusset for freedom of movement
Belt loops
Printed HH logo on thigh pocket flap
UPF 40+

MENS / PANTS

LOKE PANTS
62265

BLACK

LOKE PANTS
A lightweight, practical waterproof pant with fully
adjustable waist

FEATURES






A great adventure pant. Practical for a variety of weather conditions with a fully water- and windproof yet

breathable construction. Adjustable waist let you adjust
the fit and comfort for year-round outdoor activity.





HELLY TECH®

Bluesign®approved fabric with 100% polyurethane laminate.
Machine Wash
Helly Tech Protection - waterproof, windproof,
breathable
2.5-ply fabric construction, fully seamed
sealed
Durable water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Zipped hand pockets and bottom leg zipper
Adjustable waist

MENS / PANTS

VTR CORE TIGHTS
48928

BLACK

VTR CORE TIGHTS
The Helly Hansen VTR tights offer superior stretch fabric with an adaptable fit that adapts to any wearer without freedom of movement. The mesh inserts on the
rear legs are designed from Quick Dry material, so the
tights provide increased ventilation in a warm zone ensuring that the wearer keeps you cool and comfortably
dry during your training. The main material construction
is designed to evaporate excess sweat from the skin
until the mid and outer layers of the pants, where it can
be. This process keeps the wearer dry and comfortable
during their training, the clothing offers long-lasting
comfort without causing pain. The tights with secure
storage of the smaller zip pocket at the waist is ideal for
storing small valuables such as keys, personal media
devices and nutrition gels while driving. With reflective
details, the tights increase the wearer's visibility in low
lighting, enhancing personal safety in darker conditions. The wearers run with confidence no matter what
time, let them exercise.

FEATURES









Stretch fabric
Quick dry mesh at backside knees
Quick dry mesh at backside knees
Reflective details HH logo on thigh
Draw cord waist with pocket
Stretch fabric
Quick dry mesh at backside knees

MENS / PANTS

ODIN VERTICAL
62508

BLACK

ODIN VERTICAL

ROCK

FEATURES



Light and comfortable, the Odin Vertical Pant features

full stretch Helly Tech® 2-ply construction with a mois
ture-wicking mesh liner. ¾ side zips and bottom rein
forcements round out this guide inspired pant.












HELLY TECH®

Helly Tech® Performance
Weight (Size L) 600 g
Inseam (Size L) 83cm
High activity shell pant without any insulation
Harness and pack compatible design
RECCO® Reflector
Ballistic Nylon bottom leg reinforcements
Ergonomic cut with knee and seat articulation
Attached snow gaiter
YKK® Zippered handwarmer pockets
3/4 length YKK® Aquaguard®side zips
Quick dry mesh lining
Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Fully seam sealed
2-ply fabric
Full stretch construction
Waterproof, windproof, and breathable

